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A complete menu of Yesh Fresh from St Petersburg covering all 15 courses and drinks can be found here on the
card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website. What

User likes about Yesh Fresh:
huge variety of smoothies (both green and sweet) and fresh juices. awesome vegan imitation chocolate bars
without packaging, including snickers, picnic, mars and kit cat. I tried all chocolate bars and many smoothies.

american breakfast is my favorite, it goes hard. updated by the previous review on 2021-12-31 read more. As a
customer, you can use the WiFi of the place free of charge, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside

and be served. What User doesn't like about Yesh Fresh:
everything is fresh and it seems good, but all the drinks are really sugary. and since they don't speak English,

they can't make a custom order ... I tried to explain what I wanted, they said, they understood, but did the
complete opposite. I wasn't happy about it, but she didn't care. so sad! I came into this part of the city especially
for this vegan place... read more. Yesh Fresh from St Petersburg is a chilled café, where you can enjoy a snack
or cake with a hot coffee or a hot chocolate, The atmosphere also makes the tasting of typical Western dishes

and drinks an unforgettable experience. Don't miss the magnificent view of various points of interest near this
locale, The meals are usually prepared for you fast and fresh.
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Salad�
DETOX

�tra�
GINGER

Süße�
SNICKERS

Desser�
MARS

So� drink�
JUICE

Spirit�
AMERICANO

Milchshake�
SMOOTHIE

Beverage�
JUICES

Popular Item�
SMOOTHIES

Restauran� Categor�
AMERICAN

VEGAN

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

FRUIT

APPLE

AVOCADO
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Opening Hours:
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